
EFFECTIVE ACADEMIC WRITING THE RESEARCH ESSAY TEMPLATE

Goal of Academic Writing: Why do students have to write papers? examine effects, evaluate effectiveness, assess ways
to solve problems, find the . more than once; for example, you may do research before you choose a topic, as you.

Academic Writing. Why am I reading it? Sentence level concerns: sentence structure, word choices,
punctuation, spelling. Colorado Technical College; Hartley, James. Common Flaws in Students' Rsearch
Proposals. It must be cohesive and possess a logically organized flow of ideas; this means that the various
parts are connected to form a unified whole. Paragraph level concerns: topic sentences, sequence of ideas
within paragraphs, use of details to support generalizations, summary sentences where necessary, use of
transitions within and between paragraphs. Yes, it is appropriate for you to use specialist language and a
formal style of expression in academic writing, but it does not mean using "big words" just for the sake of
doing so. You can test the waters by conducting a preliminary research about the topic. Have you avoided
repetition? The introduction should include a description of how the rest of the paper is organized and all
sources are properly cited throughout the paper. Describing a research problem is an important means of
contextualizing a study. Craft a strong opening sentence that will engage the reader. You should consider its
sections before submitting them for further consultations. Organize first and use your sources as they become
relevant. Printable paper template provides key examples on how preliminary research are done. What can
proofreading do for your paper? Revising the Final Draft Check overall organization: logical flow of
introduction, coherence and depth of discussion in body, effectiveness of conclusion. It is appropriate for you
to use specialist language within your field of study, but you should avoid using such language when writing
for non-academic or general audiences. Dashes should be limited to the insertion of an explanatory comment
in a sentence, while hyphens should be limited to connecting prefixes to words [e. Move from a detailed to a
general level of consideration that returns the topic to the context provided by the introduction. It adds a sort
of exclamation point at the end of your paper and makes it more memorable as well. Steps 3 and 4 can be
repeated several times until your point is fully developed. Thorough research, thoughtful organization and
presentation, and attention to detail in your developmental and final line edit will help you succeed in crafting
a winning research paper. Download Steps in Research Paper Writing Writing an effective paper will always
require an appropriate procedure. Keep your focus narrow and avoid the kitchen sink approach. Writing
Center. How you do so will depend on what type of evidence you have used. This is particularly important
when proposing solutions to problems or delineating recommended courses of action. The quality of your
evidence will determine the strength of your argument. Excessive use of personal nouns [e. Do not simply
repeat the Introduction or abstract hereâ€”extend the claims or questions raised in these sections. Hint: Read
your paper aloud to help you catch syntax problems. When writing, avoid problems associated with opaque
writing by keeping in mind the following: 1. Do your sentences flow smoothly and clearly? Expand all. The
material that you will be coming up with can be reviewed by different people. Depending on the field of
education where you are currently in, you need to make sure that your readers can see patterns of evidence
presented so they can clearly see how you were able to generate and come up with insights. Headings can be
used to separated different results; paragraphs are often used instead. The final sentence ends the story with
the consequences of these events. You can also start constructing bibliography and references as you go on
jotting down notes. Step 5: Conclude the paragraph Finally, wrap up the paragraph by returning to your main
point and showing the overall consequences of the evidence you have explored. Include just one key piece of
evidence such as a quotation or statistic and analyze it in depth over several sentences. In fact, some
description or background information may be needed because you can not assume the reader knows
everything about the topic. Excessive use of specialized terminology.


